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Magic Mountain festival is a celebration of
mountain culture and community. Now in its third
year, the event seeks to bring together
adventurous souls in a weekend of talks,
workshops, music, food, dancing and climbing.
The festival takes place at the Third Ridge
climbing wall in Portree from Friday the 23rd til
Sunday the 25th of February.

SKYE BRIDGE STUDIOS LAS PORTREE

The MySkyeTime app and website
are here to help visitors plan their
stay. We offer advice on how to have
a memorable, unique and genuine
Skye experience - all whilst being
mindful of Skye's beautiful natural
environment and local communities.

HEAD TO OUR WEBSITE TO BOOK
DIRECTLY WITH LOCAL BUSINESSES  

www.myskyetime.com

Download the
MySkyeTime app for
up to date
information about
popular locations

EVENTSEVENTS

15% OFF REIKI SHIATSU 

£20 OFF SKYEFARI

On The Croft Edinbane are offering a 15%
discount on a relaxing, rejuvenating
massage treatment. This peaceful little
pod is situated on a working croft
overlooking Loch Greshornish. Just quote
MST23 when you book.

Skyefari are offering MySkyeTime
subscribers £20 off their day and night
tours, which get up close and personal
with some incredible local wildlife.  
Prices vary for individual, couples and
group bookings. Day tours and dusk
tours both availabe - check out the
website for more info. Quote MST23
when you book.

QUOTE MST23

ABOUT USABOUT US

DISCOUNTS
Raveloe + support
Date: 14-12-2023
Time: 19.30

Marianne Worthy
(Exhibition)
Dates: 26-11-2023 until 12-
01-2024

Festive Rock Choir with
Sabrina Mandulu
Date: 09-12-2023
Time: 11.00

Screenings of special films
and theatre performances
every Sunday!

HOGMANY HOOLIESHOGMANY HOOLIES
 The Island Fling with Valtos

and The Hector Henderson
Quattro Band @ Portree

Community Centre

Trail West and Ruairidh
MacLean @ Broadford Hall 

MAGIC MOUNTAINMAGIC MOUNTAIN

http://www.myskyetime.com/


MINGINISH

Skye Adventure offer a range of winter activities:
from a guided walk  to ensure you take the safest
route, to a day spent mountaineering and
climbing the big hitters in the Cuillin range under
close guidance from their expert team. If you are
on a munro bagging mission, why not add in the
extra challenge of bagging one of Skye’s eleven
munros in winter conditions – an impressive feat
with dazzling, unforgettable views.

If you feel you need to practice before you tackle
The Great Stone Chute under metres of snow,
Skye Adventure have set up the Third Ridge
climbing wall in Portree - a great day out if
weather conditions aren’t safe enough for an
expedition up the hills themselves.

Spend a rainy day shopping for Christmas
presents or souvenirs from one of Skye’s
talented makers - you will walk away with
something unique, handcrafted and good
for the planet. Pick up a Sheepskin rug at
the Skye Skyns tannery and go for a wee
tour to find out how they put their eco-
friendly ethos into practice. Browse
artisanal pottery and wares from the
renound Edinbane Pottery, where you can
often see the potters in action.

NORTH/WEST

CENTRAL

WHISKY AND FAERIES

The mission is to promote a deeper
connection with the local culture and
surroundings by focusing on quality
experiences, sustainability, and respect for
the environment. Slow Skye itineraries
showcase hidden gems, walks, and small
businesses off the tourist trail, encouraging
travellers to engage in activities that allow
them to appreciate the journey as much as
the destination.

SLOW SKYESLOW SKYE Start your morning at the enchanting Fairy
Pools, where crystal-clear waters weave
through snowy peaks of the Cuillins.
Continue your journey in the afternoon at
the Talisker Distillery to learn about their
iconic dram in an incredible location. As
evening descends, end your day at The Old
Inn, a cosy haven where you can enjoy
hearty pub food by a roaring fire,
accompanied by live music during one of
the inn's spirited nights.

The south of Skye is renowned for undulating hills,
tufty crofts and beautiful, remote farmland. There
are stunning walks throughout this area, perfect
to enjoy in the low winter sun. Our favourite secret
path meanders out to the Point of Sleat beach,
beginning at the Aird of Sleat, looking out to the
wee isles of Rum and Eigg. Persevere down the
long winding farm track to the beach, where you
are likely to have the secluded white sands to
yourself and a panoramic view of the stunning
Ardnamurchan peninsula. Stop off at the An
Crùbh cafe to refuel with homebaking and fresh
coffee by a roaring fire.

SOUTH SKYE

THE SOUND OF SLEAT

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING

It's easy to over order when you
are staying in self-catering
accommodation - especially if
there's a lot of you. Try meal
planning ahead of time, and if you
can't take food away with you at
the end of your trip, donate it to
the Skye and Lochalsh foodbank.

A SPOT OF SHOPPING

TOP TIPTOP TIP

DO pack your reusable water
bottles and coffee cups

DO eat seasonal and local produce

DO choose big hikes over big
drives 

DON'T dump your rubbish

DON'T leave the trail if you're
on a hike

ALWAYS follow the outdoor
access code 

TRAVEL RESPONSIBLYTRAVEL RESPONSIBLY


